Macromolecular structure and self-assembly.
The output from the molecular biology revolution has grown steadily and logarithmically from the first protein sequence, insulin (Ryle AP et al 1955 Biochem J 60:541-556), the first three-dimensional atomic structure of a macromolecule, myoglobin (Kendrew JC et al 1960 Nature 185:422-427), the first DNA gene sequence, phi X174 gene J (Sanger F et al 1977 Nature 265:687-695) and the first genome sequence for a free-living organism, Haemophilus influenzae (Fleischmann RD et al 1995 Science 269:496-512) to the current situation where the output rate is close to one new gene sequence every few minutes, several new three-dimensional structures a day and a new (bacterial) genome completed every few months. Those working in this field must readjust their horizons to this changing situation every year or two. In the area of three-dimensional structure of macromolecules and macromolecular assemblies, the methods of X-ray crystallography, nuclear magnetic resonance and electron microscopy have combined to produce powerful insights into how these molecular machines work. In this paper, I present three examples of molecular machines whose structure tells us a lot about how they work. These are the light-driven proton pump bacteriorhodopsin, the ATP synthetase molecule which contains a tiny motor and generator, and the flagellar rotary motor which provides the thrust to power physical movement of the bacterial cell. The structure itself in three-dimensional detail is thus often seen to provide the most important single insight into how things work, reducing biology to chemistry and physics. The reductionist approach in this field seems to be limited only by the accuracy by which it is possible to describe inter- and intra-molecular interactions in terms of hydrogen bonds, van der Waals interactions and electrostatic forces. At present, there is no fundamental limit in sight.